
Zeb Bakes Date Syrup Kefir Bread

Make a preferment with:-

• 150g  room temperature water
• 200g fresh kefir (made with semi skimmed St Helens goats' milk)
• 250g  strong (bread) flour
• 50g Basra date syrup
•

Mix these well together and leave in a covered bowl for approximately 18 hours in a 
warm room (20 - 22 C)  at which point it should be bubbling and thick and looking 
ready to go.

Ingredients for the final dough:-

• All of the preferment (as above)
• 850g bread flour ( I used a mix of 350g of Stanway Mill bread flour and 300 g 

of Waitrose Very Strong and 200g of Carrs bread flour)
• 282g  water
• 20g salt
• 30g melted butter

Method

1. Using a Kenwood Mixer I put the starter in first, added the water and then the 
flours and mixed for about three minutes on the lowest speed.

2. Leave to develop in the bowl for 20 minutes.



3. Sprinkle the salt over the dough and trickle the melted butter in while the mixer 
is going and continue mixing till the dough comes away from the sides of the 
bowl.

4. You may need to adjust the dough with more water if your flour is very 
absorbent.

5. (If you mix by hand then go with a more traditional order of ingredients, i.e. 
mix the water and starter together and add these into your bowl of flour. )

6. I took the dough out once it was reasonably developed and put it into a big 
bowl, covered with a teatowel, and left it for about three hours. During this 
time I folded it in the bowl twice, as much to see how the fermentation was 
progressing as anything. Folding in the bowl is simply picking up the dough 
from one side and pulling it out and over the main bulk of the dough, like light 
kneading except you don't put it on a board. You can put it on a board. There 
are no rules here!

7. Once it was showing good signs of activity and had increased in size by 
roughly a half. I  weighed it into two equal portions.  Then I split those two 
portions 85:15 using the % function on my scales. If you don't have one of 
those, it would be about 135g for the small ball to 765g for the main ball.

8. With the first portion I made a boule which I divided into four quartiles with a 
thin dowel rod and made a smaller boule with the small ball and put that in the 
middle.

9. With the second portion I made a pointy ended baton and then a plait with the 
remaining ball which I placed along the top of the dough - because the dough 
had such a long second prove this didn't come out qute as I had hoped but I like 
the effect that it gives anyway. A good way to create a nice looking effect on a 
loaf if you are finding slashing difficult.

10. I put both loaves on baking paper on trays and tucked them inside clean 
binliners to prove.

11. Second proof time was about three hours. Be patient, these are just as slow as a 
more traditional sourdough to rise.

12. Eggwash the crust with a mixture of egg yolk and kefir whey and sprinkled a 
few sesame seeds on top for interest.

13. Bake in a preheated oven with steam either on the trays or slide them off onto a 
baking stone or kiln shelf like I have.

14. Starting at 220 ºC for the first twenty minutes and then dropping back by stages 
to 190 ºC for the last ten minutes of the bake.  About 40 - 45 minutes in all.

15. Leave to cool on a rack as normal once you are satisfied the loaf is cooked, a 
nice hollow sound when you thump it is a good sign.
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